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W hat does a drug kingpin have to
do to be considered unlikeable
these days? Frank Lucas, a

notorious dealer who flooded 1970s
Harlem with heroin shipped to the States
from Vietnam in the coffins of American
soldiers, is considered by a surprising
number of people to be a likeable guy —
including the judge who finally sent 
him to jail.

Mark Jacobson, who penned 
“The Return of Superfly,” the 2000 

New York Magazine article that inspired the new Denzel Washington,
Russell Crowe movie American Gangster, paints a picture of a boastful,
blameful, hypocritical turncoat responsible for countless deaths and
who — at the time of the interview — showed no signs of remorse.

At one point in the article Lucas even recalls the so-called
“Cadaver Connection” scheme with apparent pride and fondness,
as if reminiscing about a college football prank involving hijinks
performed on another team’s mascot.

“‘We did it all right…ha ha ha…’ Lucas chortles in his dying-
crapshooter’s scrape of a voice,” writes Jacobson. “‘Who the hell 
is gonna look in a dead soldier’s coffin? Ha ha ha.’”

But Lucas also took care of his dear ol’ ma, stuck it to the man,
and appeared to be loyal to his North Carolina kin…whom he
turned into fellow drug dealers. This seems to be enough to make
the guy a mensch for some; even Jacobson admits he liked the 
ex-con. And although the reasons for that affection may be lost on
me, the fact that it exists makes a challenging premise for a movie.

In “Opposites Attract,” page 40, Washington, who plays Lucas, and
Crowe, who plays the cop who brought him down, paint both men
as swirling mixtures of good and bad, temptation and duty.

Speaking of unlikeable, Javier Bardem plays his most vicious character
to date in the new Coen Brothers movie, No Country for Old Men.
Read “Psycho Analysis,” page 36, to find out why a bad hairdo was so
pivotal in creating Bardem’s bloodthirsty character.

Meryl Streep joins Robert Redford and Tom Cruise in this month’s
Lions for Lambs, a political drama that happens to be the first movie
released by United Artists since Cruise took over. In “Don’t be
Afraid. It’s Just Meryl…,” page 22, the woman widely considered to
be the best actress of her generation tells young thespians why they
shouldn’t be intimidated by her.

And on page 28 we have “Some Assembly
Required,” a chat with director Todd Haynes
about his odd new movie I’m Not There. Why
odd? The bio-pic tears apart multifaceted 
folk-rocker Bob Dylan and then puts him back
together with six different actors (including
Cate Blanchett) sharing the role.

—MARNI WEISZ
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CAUGHTONFILM
CAMERON DIAZ, ASHTON KUTCHER, KERI RUSSELL, REESE WITHERSPOON, HILARY DUFF, KEIRA KNIGHTLEY
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Keira Knightley and
boyfriend Rupert Friend
steal a smooch on the
U.K. set of Duchess,
about Georgiana the
Duchess of Devonshire
(one of Princess Diana’s
ancestors). As far as we
can tell, Friend does not
have a role in the film,
so that’s not a costume.
Just fashion. 
PHOTO BY KEYSTONE 

Now that’s 
attention to detail.
Reese Witherspoon 
has her golden locks
combed with what looks
to be a toothbrush on
the Hollywood set of an
Avon commercial. 
PHOTO BY KEYSTONE

Nope, Hilary Duff’s
not playing a Navy SEAL
in her next flick, Greta.
She’s a waitress who
falls for a cook with a
past. So who are those
men in wetsuits? They
were there to hold Duff
up between scenes shot
on a particularly 
choppy day along the
New Jersey shoreline. 
PHOTO BY ED ISABELLA/
SPLASH-KEYSTONE

It’s a lucky few 
who get to pelt 
Ashton Kutcher with
oranges. Cameron Diaz
got the call while
shooting a scene for
their upcoming comedy
What Happens in
Vegas… 
PHOTO BY BRIAN PRAHL/
SPLASH-KEYSTONE

Is it just us, or does
Keri Russell’s new babe,
River, bear a striking
resemblance to the
baby on the Yoya bag? 
PHOTO BY JASON WINSLOW/
SPLASH-KEYSTONE
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shorts I

M uch was made earlier this year of the 30th anniversary of a
certain science-fiction film. Okay, it was Star Wars. But let

us not forget that another pivotal sci-fi was also released in 
1977, one that was just as influential to our view of alien life
forms, but in a more immediate way. This film opened our eyes to
the possibilities of alien encounters right here on Earth and
popularized the image of extraterrestrials as pale, large-headed
creatures with big, almond-shaped eyes. 

If you haven’t already guessed, Close Encounters of the Third Kind
celebrates its 30th birthday on November 15th. 

Here you see Wyoming’s Devils Tower, the monolithic 
igneous intrusion that served as the aliens’ landing pad in the
Steven Spielberg-directed film, and which star Richard Dreyfuss
famously recreated in mashed potatoes. Thirty years later the
film’s legacy still casts a shadow over the enormous rock — at its
base you’ll find the Devils Tower KOA campsite, where you can
shop at The Close Encounters Gift Shop and watch nightly
screenings of the film. —MW

Artifact
This month’s objet de film: 
Devils Tower
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Professional sports teams are
not exactly thought of as 
gay-friendly environments —
consider the fact that no NHL,
NBA, NFL or MLB player has
ever come out while still an
active player. 

But that didn’t deter the
producers of Breakfast with Scot,
director Laurie Lynd’s dramedy
about a closeted ex-Toronto
Maple Leaf (Tom Cavanagh) and
his partner (Ben Shenkman),
who adopt a sweet, gay pre-teen
named Scot (Noah Bernett).
They asked the NHL about
using the Leafs’ storied name,
logo, etc. and, surprise, were
not rebuffed.

“We read the script, and said
sure, go ahead and use the
Maple Leaf name and logo and
image,” says John Lashway, the
senior vice-president of
communications and
community development for
Maple Leaf Sports and
Entertainment.  

“We recognize that our fans
come from all walks of life and
have all different forms of

lifestyles. We’ve also been very
careful here not to stake out any
kind of political stance, but in
doing that, you also can’t
exclude people either.”

There was some initial
backlash against the NHL/Leafs
from a few organized anti-gay
groups in the U.S. However,
“that was followed by a smaller
group of people, not organized,
saying, ‘Hey, way to go, thank
you,’” says Lashway.

The V.P. reveals that only 
“a fraction” of requests to use
official Leafs paraphernalia in
movies are fulfilled, making
Breakfast with Scot an exception.
That exception was also granted
to the upcoming Mike Myers
comedy, The Love Guru, about 
a self-help guru (Myers) helping
a fictional Maple Leafs player
(Justin Timberlake) sort out 
his love life. “Yeah, that’s a
very, very Leaf-focused film,”
says Lashway. “The Maple Leafs
are the supporting stars of the
show.” —IR
� Breakfast with Scot opens in
Toronto on November 16th.

LEAFS TAKE
THE LEAD Tom Cavanagh in 

Breakfast with Scot
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Here’s what actor and improv comic
Rebecca Northan took away 
from working on the family film 

Mr. Magorium’s Wonder Emporium: 
her first movie credit; the chance to act
opposite Natalie Portman; a nice paycheque;
a nasty cold caught from her pint-sized 
co-stars.

Here’s what Mr. Magorium took away
from Rebecca Northan: her honeymoon.

The 35-year-old Calgary native was
scheduled to marry fellow improv actor

Bruce Horak in Calgary last spring, at
exactly the same time Mr. Magorium —
about a magical toy store run by a 
243-year-old eccentric (Dustin Hoffman)
— was shooting in Toronto. 

Which, to her credit, she did.
“There wasn’t too much conflict,” says 

a relaxed Northan over breakfast at a coffee
shop in Toronto, the city’s she’s called
home for the past six years.

“I think because Bruce and I have
produced so many shows we just

approached our wedding as a show.”
In addition to appearing with Second City,

teaching improv out of her apartment and
starring as Diane (the mom) in last year’s CTV
series Alice, I Think, Northan has, as she
puts it, “directed much theatre, and acted in
theatre, and directed sketch comedy, and
done sketch comedy, and produced it.”

So she and Horak put on their producer
hats and mounted their wedding at 
The Loose Moose, a Calgary improv theatre
where they’d cut their teeth as performers.

“There was an 8 o’clock curtain on our
wedding, the first half was the ceremony,
then there was an intermission, then the
second half was command performances
by our friends,” recalls Northan.

It was their honeymoon that took 
the big hit.

“We were going to spend a week in
London, a couple days in Paris,” says
Northan. “I remember the director 
[Zach Helm] coming into makeup and
saying, ‘I hear you’re getting married, are
you taking a honeymoon?’ And I said,
‘That’s kind of up to you.’”

As it turned out, the filming schedule
did conflict with the big trip. 

“So my husband had his honeymoon by
himself,” says Northan, sad but not at all
bitter. Magorium was a huge opportunity,
after all.

The big-budget fantasy casts Northan as
the single mother of a boy (Zach Mills) who
develops a special friendship with the toy
store’s clerk (Portman). 

Northan, who has no kids of her own,
says she’s been asked to audition almost
exclusively for “mom roles” since arriving in
Toronto at age 29. “That was a bit of a
shocker to me,” she says, “I’m not
responsible enough to take care of myself,
why are you sending me out for mom roles?”

Northan’s on-screen son spends most of
his time at the Willy Wonka-esque
emporium where the toys come to life, have
personalities and even suffer mood swings. 

“It looked amazing in person,” Northan
says of the set. “The scale of it — huge —
and I’d never seen so many toys in my life.
They must have had about 40 kids who
were extras, and these poor kids are
brought to the most fantastic toy store
they’ve ever seen and between takes
they’re being told ‘Don’t touch the toys,’
‘Don’t touch the toys.’”

The movie may have cost Northan her
honeymoon, but it created a new tradition. 

“I guess Mr. Magorium will be our
anniversary film,” she says, “we’ll watch it
every year.” —Marni Weisz P
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REBECCA
NORTHAN
marries work and pleasure

spotlight I
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MARTIAN CHILD
WHO’S IN IT? John Cusack, Bobby Coleman
WHO DIRECTED? Menno Meyjes (Max)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? After his fiancée dies, a
sci-fi writer (Cusack) adopts a strange boy
(Coleman) who says he’s from Mars. 

BEE MOVIE
VOICES: Jerry Seinfeld, Renée Zellweger
WHO DIRECTED? Steve Hickner,
Simon J. Smith 
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Brainy bee Barry B.
Benson (Seinfeld) faces the grim prospect
of spending his short life making honey for
the Honex Corporation in New Hive City.
But when he befriends a human florist
(Zellweger) he discovers people have been
stealing honey from bees for centuries.
Incensed, Barry takes legal action and sues
the human race.  

AMERICAN GANGSTER
WHO’S IN IT? Denzel Washington, Russell Crowe
WHO DIRECTED? Ridley Scott 
(A Good Year)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? This ’70s-set drama
poses an interesting question: Is it okay to
respect — even admire — a ruthless drug
dealer? The film is based on the exploits of
real-life drug lord Frank Lucas (Washington),
who smuggled heroin into his Harlem
neighbourhood inside the coffins of dead
U.S. soldiers returning from Vietnam, but
who also served as a community leader.
Crowe plays cop Richie Roberts, who
intends to take down a man he grudgingly
admires. See Russell Crowe and 
Denzel Washington interview, page 40.

LARS AND THE REAL GIRL
WHO’S IN IT? Ryan Gosling, Patricia Clarkson
WHO DIRECTED? Craig Gillespie
(Mr. Woodcock)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? When a socially awkward
man (Gosling) orders a rubber doll off the
internet, names it Bianca, and makes 
it his girlfriend, his therapist (Clarkson)
advises his friends and family to go along
with the delusion. But what will Lars do
when a real girl (Kelli Garner) shows
interest in him?

N O V E M B E R  9

POOR BOY’S GAME
WHO’S IN IT? Danny Glover, Rossif Sutherland
WHO DIRECTED? Clément Virgo (Lie With Me)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? In this Halifax-set story
of racism and redemption, Sutherland
plays Donnie, a white boxer who went to
jail for nine years after beating a black kid
so brutally it left him handicapped. Once
Donnie’s released, he has to deal with a
very angry community.

JIMMY CARTER MAN FROM PLAINS
WHO’S IN IT? Jimmy Carter, Rossalyn Carter
WHO DIRECTED? Jonathan Demme 
(Neil Young: Heart of Gold)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Demme follows the 39th
President of the United States across the
States on a promotional tour for his
controversial new book Palestine: Peace
Not Apartheid.

nowintheatres
I BY INGRID RANDOJA
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FRED CLAUS
WHO’S IN IT? Vince Vaughn, Paul Giamatti
WHO DIRECTED? Dennis Dugan 
(Wedding Crashers)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Santa (Giamatti) gives
his troublemaking older brother Fred
(Vaughn) a final chance to clean up his
act by bringing him home to the North Pole
where he’s expected to help the family
prepare for Christmas. But Fred’s more
interested in partying with the elves than
assembling toys. 

� HITS THEATRES NOVEMBER 9 

Web exclusive!
Want to know more about 
Bee Movie? Check out John Powell’s
interview with Jerry Seinfeld at
www.cineplex.com/Spotlight.aspx#BeeMovie 
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LIONS FOR LAMBS
WHO’S IN IT? Tom Cruise, Meryl Streep
WHO DIRECTED? Robert Redford 
(The Legend of Bagger Vance)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? America’s war on terror
once again takes centre stage in this
drama that interconnects three storylines:
a liberal college professor (Redford) trying
to inspire a privileged, politically apathetic
student; the rescue of two of the prof’s
former pupils, who’ve enlisted in the
military and are shot down while on
mission in Afghanistan; and finally the
attempt of an ambitious right-wing Senator
(Cruise) to persuade a TV journalist
(Streep) to air a story focusing on his
party’s strategic plan to end the war. 
See Meryl Streep interview, page 22.

DARFUR NOW
WHO’S IN IT? Don Cheadle, 
Hillary Rodham Clinton 
WHO DIRECTED? Ted Braun (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Braun, an assistant
professor in screenwriting at the University
of Southern California, spent four months

in Sudan’s Darfur region documenting the
area’s humanitarian crisis. He puts the
spotlight on a group of individuals who are
trying to stop the suffering, including actor
Cheadle, politician Clinton and
International Criminal Court prosecutor
Luis Moreno-Ocampo. 

N O V E M B E R  1 6

LOVE IN THE TIME 
OF CHOLERA
WHO’S IN IT? Javier Bardem, Benjamin Bratt
WHO DIRECTED? Mike Newell 
(Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Florentino (Bardem) 
has been in love with Fermina 
(Giovanna Mezzogiorno) since he was a
boy. But Fermina marries the very upright 
Doctor Urbino (Bratt), and for the next 
50 years the lovesick Florentino continues
to court and woo the only woman he’s ever
loved. The movie, filmed in Cartagena,
Colombia, is based on the novel by 
Gabriel García Márquez. See Jarvier Bardem
interview, page 36.

NO COUNTRY 
FOR OLD MEN
WHO’S IN IT? Josh Brolin, Javier Bardem
WHO DIRECTED? Joel and Ethan Coen
(Intolerable Cruelty)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Hot Spanish actor
Bardem pops up as the killer with the worst
haircut since Chucky in this moody �

BEOWULF
WHO’S IN IT? Ray Winstone, Angelina Jolie 
WHO DIRECTED? Robert Zemeckis 
(Polar Express) 
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Directors love their
filmmaking toys, and Zemeckis has been
championing PC (Performance Capture)
animation ever since he used it — with
limited success — to make Polar Express.
The good news is that the technology has
evolved, and now the eerie effect, which
manipulates time and space and gives
actors a plastic-looking sheen, is being
used to tell the age-old tale of warrior
Beowulf (a slimmed down Winstone),
who is summoned by King Hrothgar
(Anthony Hopkins) to kill the monster
Grendel (Crispin Glover) and dispose of
Grendel’s demonic mom (Jolie). 
Also playing in IMAX 3D and Digital 3D
where available.

�HITS THEATRES NOVEMBER16

�

� �
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morality tale/modern western helmed
by the Coen Brothers. Set in Southwest
Texas, the film stars Brolin as a young buck
who stumbles across a pickup truck, two
dead bodies, a load of heroin and $2-million
in cash. He takes the money, thus becoming
the target of the oh-so nasty Bardem. 
See Jarvier Bardem interview, page 36.

MR. MAGORIUM’S 
WONDER EMPORIUM
WHO’S IN IT? Dustin Hoffman, Natalie Portman 
WHO DIRECTED? Zach Helm (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Stranger than Fiction
scribe Helm makes his directorial debut
with this family flick about a toy shop
populated with magical toys and run by the
eccentric Mr. Magorium (Hoffman). When
the 243-year-old Magorium decides to
retire, he hands the shop over to his clerk
(Portman), which sends the store’s
playthings into a tizzy.  

BREAKFAST WITH SCOT
WHO’S IN IT? Tom Cavanagh, Ben Shenkman
WHO DIRECTED? Laurie Lynd (House)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Closeted former 
Toronto Maple Leaf player-turned-
sportscaster Eric (Cavanagh) and his
partner Sam (Shenkman) unexpectedly
become the guardians of Scot, a gay 
11-year-old who’s partial to wearing
makeup and has absolutely no interest in
sports. Will Scot’s arrival force Eric and
Sam out of their cozy closet?

N O V E M B E R  1 8

WWE-PAY-PER-VIEW
SURVIVOR SERIES
Countdown Show starts at 7 p.m. ET, live show
at 8 p.m. ET. Who will survive when WWE
Superstars collide? Edge returns to the ring
joining WWE Champion John Cena, Triple H,
Batista, Undertaker, Rey Mysterio and

more. Check www.cineplex.com for a list of
theatres where you can watch it live, and to
buy tickets. 

N O V E M B E R  2 1

ENCHANTED
WHO’S IN IT? Amy Adams, Patrick Dempsey
WHO DIRECTED? Kevin Lima (102 Dalmatians)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Poor Princess Giselle
(Adams), an evil Queen (Susan Sarandon)
transforms her from a cartoon character
into a flesh-and-blood woman and deposits
her onto the mean streets of New York.
Although her fairy tale lover, Prince Edward
(James Marsden), follows her to the 
Big Apple, Giselle may have found herself 
a new Prince Charming in the form of a
handsome lawyer (Dempsey).

the | big | picture |
� �

AUGUST RUSH
WHO’S IN IT? Freddie Highmore, Keri Russell
WHO DIRECTED? Kristen Sheridan (Disco Pigs)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Talented musician Lyla
(Russell) and talented musician Louis
(Jonathan Rhys Meyers) have a brief
affair, Lyla gets pregnant, and then gives
her baby up for adoption. Flash forward
11 years when their orphan son August
(Highmore), a musical prodigy, heads to
Manhattan to search for his parents.
Terrence Howard plays a social worker.
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HITMAN
WHO’S IN IT? Timothy Olyphant, Olga Kurylenko
WHO DIRECTED? Xavier Gens (Frontier(s))
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? The popular videogame
series is locked and loaded for its 
big-screen debut. Olyphant stars as the
genetically engineered assassin Agent 47,
and while in the videogame the merciless
Agent 47 would never fall for a gal, it
seems on screen the killer feels a stirring of
emotion for one of his targets, the Russian
beauty Nika (Kurylenko).

N O V E M B E R  2 3

THIS CHRISTMAS
WHO’S IN IT? Columbus Short, Regina King 
WHO DIRECTED? Preston A. Whitmore II
(Crossover)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Sparks fly when the
Whitfield clan reunites to celebrate their
first Christmas together in four years.

THE MIST
WHO’S IN IT? Thomas Jane, Marcia Gay Harden
WHO DIRECTED? Frank Darabont 
(The Shawshank Redemption)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? From the mind of
Stephen King comes this creepy,
claustrophobic tale about a group of people
trapped inside a store enveloped by a
deadly mist. Some of the folks think they
should try to escape, others believe the
mist is God’s punishment against humanity
and prepare for the end. It doesn’t take
long before the opposing groups are at each
other’s throats.

N O V E M B E R  3 0

I’M NOT THERE
WHO’S IN IT? Cate Blanchett, Heath Ledger 
WHO DIRECTED? Todd Haynes 
(Far from Heaven)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Believing he could never
neatly encapsulate the life of troubadour

Bob Dylan, director Haynes takes the
unconventional approach of casting six
different actors — Blanchett, Ledger,
Richard Gere, Christian Bale, Marcus Carl
Franklin and Ben Whishaw — to portray
Dylan during various stages of his life. The
result is a cinematic potpourri that keeps
your head spinning and re-invents the 
bio-pic for good measure. See Todd Haynes
interview, page 28.

MARGOT AT THE WEDDING
WHO’S IN IT? Nicole Kidman, 
Jennifer Jason Leigh
WHO DIRECTED? Noah Baumbach 
(The Squid and the Whale)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Baumbach channels
the spirit of the late Ingmar Bergman for
this black comedy focusing on the
critical, nitpicking Margot (Kidman) and
her teenage son Claude (Zane Paris), who
travel to her sister Pauline’s (Leigh)
wedding to the underachieving Malcolm
(Jack Black). 

� HITS THEATRES NOVEMBER 23 
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interview | MERYL STREEP

W ith two Oscars, 14 nom  inations
and countless other prizes to her
name, 58-year-old Meryl Streep is

considered by many to be the best actress
of her generation. And while she appre-
ciates the reputation, she claims it has
very little practical effect on her life. 
Except, that is, for one recurring situation.

“The only time it becomes an issue is

when I work with other actors who think
more of me than I deserve,” Streep says in
a recent L.A. interview. 

While many actors do admit to being
intimidated the first time they work with
Streep (who won those Oscars for Sophie’s
Choice and Kramer vs. Kramer), she says it’s
not an issue for long. “I’m usually aware
when someone is nervous by just being

around me, but when we begin filming,
when I forget my lines the first time, every-
body’s anxiety level goes down quickly
and they start going, ‘Hmm, she’s the
greatest what?’” Streep says with a laugh. 

“I think that a lot of other actors feel
nervous the day before, but they’re not so
after they meet me because I’m not doing
anything particularly special to make

Hollywood legend 
Meryl Streep says young
actors are often nervous
about working with her. 
Of course, that wasn’t a
problem on her new political
drama Lions for Lambs, 
which co-stars fellow
heavyweights Tom Cruise 
and Robert Redford
I BY EARL DITTMAN
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them nervous,” continues Streep.
“After you work in the morning, and go
through the scenes, it’s really about 
listening, talking, feeling and being 
available in the moment. They realize
I’m an actor just like they are.”

Working with nervous newcomers 
wasn’t something Streep had to worry
about for her latest film, Lions For Lambs,
as she stars opposite Tom Cruise and
Robert Redford, the latter of whom also
directed the comlicated political drama.

“When you know that you are working
in the company of seasoned professionals
it brings the stress level way down,” says
Streep. “It’s incredible whenever you can
work with actors who are not fighting 
or struggling with you, or are just there 
because they have to be. Instead, they are
there to give the best performance they
can and the magic that you can create
with these actors is what makes you get up
at five in the morning, sometimes miles
and miles from home.”

The first film released by United Artists
under Tom Cruise and Paula Wagner’s
reign, Lions for Lambs tells the story of 
Dr. Stephen Malley (Redford), an ideal-
istic professor at a California college who
tries to inspire his students to follow
their beliefs and do something important
with their lives.

Two of Malley’s favourite students, 
Arian (Derek Luke) and Ernest (Michael
Peña), decide to make their lives count
by joining the armed forces and heading
to Afghanistan, only to find themselves
in an even worse situation than they’d 
expected. Feeling guilty and responsible
for Arian and Ernest’s decision, Dr. Malley
tries to inspire another student, the rich,
apathetic Todd (Andrew Garfield). In the
meantime, across the country in D.C.,
charismatic Senator and Presidential
hopeful Jasper Irving (Cruise) is planning
to give investigative reporter Janine Roth
(Streep) an exclusive report that could
have severe consequences for American
soldiers, including Arian and Ernest. 

“If a film has a political engine within
it, then it just has to be a really good film,
otherwise no one wants to sit through it,”
says Streep. “I feel like we made a really
great, timely human drama. You can call
it political if you want, but I think it’s more
than that. It surpasses any single genre.”

Claiming her scenes with Cruise were
some of the most satisfying of her career,
Streep insists her performance was largely
the result of Redford’s instruction. “His
eye is so acute that he can recognize the
smallest nuance,” she says. 

“If a line wasn’t read the way it should
be, many directors would just let it go, but

he would say, ‘No that sounded too direct.
There was an indirect way you did it on
the other take,’ so you knew he was really
listening closely to everything we said.”

Known for getting into arguments with
directors, Streep says she and Redford had
several discussions about her character,
but none of them ever became heated.
“I’m still argumentative with directors 
because it’s just my nature,” Streep says,
smiling. “Bob and I didn’t have any prob-
lems, we would all just spend a lot of time
talking about making the movie better. 

“As an actor, though, if you have a point
of view no one is going to care unless you
express it,” she adds. “I don’t hate it 
when people tell me things. I like it. I like
the exchange. Otherwise, what are you 
doing here?”

Streep admits that, at first, she consid-
ered passing on the project. But she says
that was only part of a ritual that she goes
through before she chooses a role. 

“I have varying degrees of confidence
and self-loathing,” Streep says with a
chuckle. “Often I have a doubt about
whether I can do the role. I always say to
my husband [sculptor Don Gummer],
‘No, I never felt like this before,’ and he
goes, ‘You always do this. Always.’ I say,
‘No, this is the first time that I’ve ever 
felt this way,’ and he says, ‘No, you

interview | MERYL STREEP

Power meeting: 
Robert Redford (centre) 
directs Meryl Streep and 
Tom Cruise on the set of 
Lions for Lambs
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dismantle yourself before you begin,
this is what you do, this is your process.’ I
say, ‘This is not a process, this is a real
feeling that I know that I can’t do this.’”

So Streep understands how insecurity 
can cause so many personal and career 
meltdowns, especially among young actors.
As an example, she brings up 21-year-old
Lindsay Lohan, with whom she starred in
Robert Altman’s A Prairie Home Companion. 

“I was shocked by the way she was 
treated by the media,” Streep says. “The
press were just constantly around her,
and all I could see was the millions of 
dollars being made off this girl just 
going to a club. She was 18 when we were
making the film, and she turned 19 on
our set. Three of my children are older
than she is, and I have a certain amount
of sympathy for the fact that her mistakes
are all made in public and people make
millions of dollars off of it.”

Unlike her younger counterparts,
Streep — who’s currently filming the
screen version of the ABBA musical 
Mamma Mia! — claims she’s never made 
a career decision she regrets. Or, if she
has, she says she’s blocked them out. 
Compromises, however, are another story.

“I’ve made all sorts of compromises 
practically every single day — sometimes
whether or not to shower because you just
don’t have the time. If you have a thickly
populated home life and a career that’s
demanding, something always comes up
short. I’ve always felt stretched to the max,
but also very, very lucky and nourished by
both things, my family and my career.”

Just two years shy of 60, unlike many 
actresses her age, Streep doesn’t feel like
she’s being put out to pasture. In fact,
she’s busier than she’s been in decades. 
After Mamma Mia! wraps, Streep has five
more movies on her slate, including a role
as Martha Mitchell in the Watergate movie
Dirty Tricks, another as the president in
First Man, and she’ll play a nun in Doubt. 

“I don’t know if I’m just one of the lucky
ones, but aging has given me a career
boost,” insists Streep. “It’s all gone by
pretty fast for me. It wasn’t that long ago
when I was that young actress nervous
about working with a famous actor. I 
remember I was so nervous to work with
Robert De Niro [in The Deer Hunter] and
I came away after the first day of work and
someone asked me, ‘God, what was it
like?’ I said, ‘It was easy.’ And you know
what? It’s been like that ever since.”

Earl Dittman is a Houston-based writer.

OSCAR 
APPEAL
Hardcore Meryl Streep 
fans can probably list all of 
La Streep’s 14 Oscar-nominated
performances, not to mention
her two wins — for Kramer vs.
Kramer and Sophie’s Choice. 
To earn 14 nominations (a
record) an actor must be doing
something the Academy adores,
you know, like playing a real-life
person, someone with an 
accent or someone who, umm,
kicks the bucket. Here’s a
handy list that breaks down
Streep’s Oscar nominations.

PLAYING A 
REAL-LIFE PERSON:
• Karen Silkwood (Silkwood)
• Baroness Karen Blixen

(Out of Africa)
• Lindy Chamberlain

(A Cry in the Dark)
• Roberta Guaspari 

(Music of the Heart)
• Susan Orlean (Adaptation)

PLAYING A CHARACTER
WITH AN ACCENT:
• Sarah Woodruff (The French

Lieutenant’s Woman)
• Sophie Zawistowski

(Sophie’s Choice)
• Baroness Karen Blixen

(Out of Africa)
• Lindy Chamberlain

(A Cry in the Dark)
• Francesca Johnson (The

Bridges of Madison County)

PLAYING A CHARACTER 
WHO DIES:
• Sophie Zawistowski

(Sophie’s Choice)
• Karen Silkwood (Silkwood)
• Helen Archer (Ironweed)
• Kate Gulden (One True Thing)

OTHER NOMINATIONS:
• Linda (The Deer Hunter)
• Joanna Kramer

(Kramer vs. Kramer)
• Suzanne Vale

(Postcards from the Edge)
• Miranda Priestly

(The Devil Wears Prada) —IR

interview | STREEP

Meryl Streep as  
The Devil Wears Prada’s

witchy editor

...as writer 
Susan Orlean 
in Adaptation

...and as an
actor/singer in
Postcards from 

the Edge

...as the unhappy wife
in Kramer vs. Kramer
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A udacious. Mesmerizing. Confus-
ing. Really confusing. Prepare to
be amazed by director Todd

Haynes’ Bob Dylan bio-pic I’m Not There,
which turns the standard bio-pic on its
head and upside down.

Haynes, whose movies include the 
glam-rock drama Velvet Goldmine and the
luscious, 1950s-set weepy Far from Heaven
(which garnered him a Best Original
Screenplay Oscar nomination and star
Julianne Moore one for Best Actress), 
decided the only way to tell the elusive
musician’s story was to mix ’n’ mash the
various periods of his life, and to have 
six different actors — Christian Bale,
Cate Blanchett, Marcus Carl Franklin,
Richard Gere, Heath Ledger and Ben
Whishaw — portray him. Then, just to
make things interesting, Haynes has each
Dylan manifestation go by a different
name, and he’s filmed each segment of
the singer’s life in a different style, one 
reflecting the era in which it takes place.

If it sounds weird, well it is. But it’s also
very captivating and surprisingly funny.

“The film has a lot of wit and playful-
ness,” says the 46-year-old in an interview
at this year’s Toronto International Film
Festival, where I’m Not There had both 
audiences and critics buzzing. And it’s
that mischievousness that Haynes feels
Dylan himself will appreciate. “I think it’s

the reverence, it’s the worshipping, it’s
the overestimation of every step he’s 
taken that just must drive the guy crazy
and bore him to tears.”

What compelled you to make a movie
about Bob Dylan?
“The Bob Dylan idea kind of presented 
itself as a no-choice situation. All of a 
sudden he came back to me like some
phantom and really just lifted me up by
the collar and pulled me back into his
world. Now I know I’m giving all the
agency to a phantom Dylan when it was,
of course, me who was doing that, but I
don’t quite know why and I couldn’t 
really explain why, except that a big life
change followed that experience. I left
New York and moved to Portland. It was
weird, Dylan became a symptom of a
need for change and a need for locomo-
tion, like the desire to be excited and not
afraid to make changes.”

And the form your movie takes — 
such as different actors playing Dylan 
— embraces the fact you really can’t 
pin Bob Dylan down.
“Yeah. It says that loud and clear and off
the top, but it also says that not only is that
okay, that’s interesting, and that’s more in-
teresting then claiming to know somebody
and put him in a knowable container.”

Right, one of the things bio-pics love 
to do is find that defining moment 
in a person’s life.
“Exactly. My mother sanitized my body
and now I’m a crazy rich person [laughs].
You can’t do that to anybody, and I always
think, aren’t all of us a collection of 
different people?”

Was it easy to get the actors on board and
have them share your vision?
“So easy, so easy. Regardless if they liked
me and my films, or liked Dylan and his
music, the script was unlike anything
anyone had seen before and it was a 
complete and total risk — creatively and
in every possible way. These actors didn’t
think twice about taking that risk on, it’s
so cool. It’s really a great message about
working actors today.”

interview | TODD HAYNES

How do you capture a life as multifaceted as Bob Dylan’s? 
I’m Not There director Todd Haynes decided to take the rock
icon apart and cast six actors to play him at different points
of his life I BY INGRID RANDOJA
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Cate Blanchett has, in a way, the easiest
part, playing Dylan in his electric “rock star”
period, but it’s also perhaps the hardest
part because the “rock star” concept is
riddled with clichés.
“I agree, it was really hard. It was hard just
simply as a physical challenge, and the
chance of it being considered a sort of
stunt, or distracting, a kind of clever idea
that the audience never gets past. But you
do, and it’s amazing. And that’s because
of two things. First, I saw from the outside
that physically it would work, seeing, in
fact, the resemblance between Cate and
Dylan to be kind of uncanny. But Cate
knew from the inside, she knew the 
important thing was getting inside this
character and finding his vulnerability
despite his unbelievable powers at that
particular time and the fear he could

generate. She knew how to really get past
the surface and I think it was the combi-
nation of those two things that makes it
work so well.”

Did the actors see each others’ 
performances?
“They didn’t. They didn’t ask to, it was
sort of logistically impossible. Heath was
able to watch some of the dailies, but I
think more just to watch the filmmaking
and the style, the visual sensibility of the
film. He kind of comes to film with that
interest and ability, he’s actually a very
gifted filmmaker himself.”

There are people walking around who’ve
never heard of Dylan...
“[interrupting]...except they’re called
Dylan! It’s so funny, if you Google ‘Dylan’

you’ll get tons of pictures of
Bob Dylan and then you’ll
get tons of babies, zillions of
little babies, Dylan Rosenfeld,
Dylan Bloomberg, Dylan
Smith. It’s very funny.”

The question is, will people who’ve never
heard of Dylan, or who don’t like his
music, enjoy the film?
“Well, people who aren’t particularly 
Dylan fans, and in fact people who don’t
particularly care for Dylan, have seen the
film and have loved the music. That’s 
because the musical tapestry is much
broader than just Dylan recordings, and
the variations of approach to Dylan com-
positions is pretty vast in film, including
Iggy and the Stooges, Sonic Youth, so it
really opens him up — gospel songs, folk
songs and rock songs — so hopefully that
will be a larger net for people who don’t
really know Dylan or ascribe him to their
parents’ record collection.”

Were you worried about being too inside,
thinking maybe only some of the audience
will get all the references and jokes?
“I think that’s okay.... It’s almost like 
Dylan’s music...I don’t get all the lyrics, I
don’t get what he means all the time, all
the references, what’s from the Bible,
what’s from William Blake and what’s
from Arthur Rimbaud, but I don’t care. 
If you approach the movie almost like 
it’s a piece of music, where your gut is 
carrying you through it more than your
head, I think it’s probably the best way 
to enjoy it.”

Clockwise: Director Todd Haynes
with actor Charlotte Gainsbourg;

Cate Blanchett as Bob Dylan;
Heath Ledger as Dylan
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gift | GUIDE

HOME FOR
THE HOLIDAYS

HolidayPresents
AND

PREP
With just a month of shopping time left,
our first of two gift guides (pick us up next
month for more) has tons of ideas, plus a
bunch of ways to get you, and your home,
ready for the festive season

Add sparkle to any room with
this 16-inch Silver Mesh Tree
($13, Canadian Tire).

Take your pick of two
Handmade Retro Music Boxes
— the green plays “Jolly Old
Saint Nicholas” and the red
plays “Up on the Housetop”
($50, Indigo).

Birdies, bears, mittens and
pinecones. These Woodsy
Hideaway Christmas Ornaments
($4 to $13, Home Outfitters) 
give a home that ski-lodge feel. 

The classic Hudson’s Bay
Company Striped Blanket gets a
seasonal makeover with rich
hues of cranberry and comes
inside a rustic wooden box
($395, The Bay).
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WHAT 
TO WEAR

Ginger isn’t just for
gingerbread. Origins’
Ginger All ’Round Gift Set
($73, select Bay
locations) includes Ginger
Soufflé Whipped Body
Cream, Ginger Float
Cream Bubble Bath,
Incredible Spreadable
Scrub Ginger Body
Smoother, Ginger Bar
Savory Bath Soap and
Ginger Essence
Intensified Fragrance.

Lush’s new Greenwash
Soap ($4.52/65 g, 
Lush stores) is made
with the essence of
pine needles to
leave you and your
bathroom smelling
like a fresh
winter forest. 

The Body Shop always has
the best scents for the

season. Treat your sweetie
(or yourself) to a trio of their

luxurious Body Butters in
three intoxicating holiday

aromas — Cranberry, 
Vanilla Spice and Rich Plum

($25, The Body Shop).

BATHE IN 
THE SEASON

This Fruity Foaming Bath Gift Set
($24, Fruits & Passion) features
seven luscious scents (including
Pear-Linden, Very Lemon and
Fieldberries), poured into seven
Christmas tree ornaments.

Match your pooch. Master and pup
can create their own clan with this
adorable Matching Tartan Dog Coat
and Scarf (coat, $25, scarf, $20,
Northern Reflections).

Lindsay Lohan and Jessica Alba were spotted wearing
Rubber Duck Snowjoggers ($120, Browns, Town Shoes

and other stores) at the Sundance Film Festival. 
And why not? With a jogging-shoe rubber sole and

shearling lining they’re safe and comfy for the winter
months, not to mention eye-catching.

Red Leather Gloves
($70, Winners) are a
stunning way to keep
fingers toasty en route
to all those holiday 
parties. 
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COOL WAYS 
TO PLAY

Smelly hockey bags are a thing of the
past with Shock Doctor’s Power Dry Hockey
Gear Bag ($140, medium bag, $150, large
bag, $100, power dry blower, major
sporting goods stores). The blower (sold
separately) pushes heated, ozonated air
throughout the bag, drying equipment
and eliminating bacteria.

Hey kids, ever wonder what it 
would be like to actually be
Optimus Prime? Slip on the
Transformers Optimus Prime Voice
Changer Helmet ($40, Toys “R” Us)
and you’ll sound just like OP
himself. The helmet also comes
with pre-recorded Optimus Prime
battle phrases, and sound effects
for when he transforms between his
truck and robot forms.

Wish you knew what your dog 
was thinking or feeling just by 

looking into its eyes? You will with 
MIO PUP ($60, major retailers), the

robot dog whose eyes flash more than
100 different symbols to let you in on its

thoughts and emotions. Of course, MIO PUP
walks, talks, eats and wiggles too. Oh, and unlike

most other dogs, MIO PUP can play techno music.

Gone are the days of pointing a telescope at that spot in the
sky that kind of looks like Venus. Celestron’s handheld
SkyScout ($450, Canadian Tire) uses GPS technology to
instantly identify more than 6,000 celestial objects with the
push of a button. Once you’ve found your planet, star or
constellation, SkyScout begins a commentary (in your choice
of text or audio) about the object’s properties and history.

Playing with tiny,
remote-controlled helicopters

just got cutthroat with the
introduction of Air Hogs Havoc

Heli Laser Battle ($80, major
retailers). The set comes with two 280-gram
’copters and two remote controllers. Infrared
targeting helps you make a direct hit on your

opponent, sending him into a tailspin.

� �
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READY TO
SNAP

TECHNICALLY
SPEAKING

Never mind how hot the Kodak EasyShare
M883 ($229, major retailers) looks in 

candy-apple red, a whopping 8.0 MP and a 
3X optical zoom lens mean your prints will be
sharp as a tack up to 76 by 102 cm. And the
“panorama stitch mode” lets you create wide
panoramic images by combining up to three

pics right inside the camera, perfect for those
shots around the table on Christmas day.

Have a family member
who can’t make it home
for the holidays? Sony’s

new Net-Sharing CAM
($300, The Sony Store)

uploads video clips
to the web in a few

simple steps. The sleek unit is
extremely portable at only five

ounces, but can hold up to five
hours of footage.

The HP Photosmart A826 
Photo Center ($270, major
retailers) has a large colour
touchscreen that lets you add
decorative borders or graphics
to your pictures before
printing. Or, use the stylus to
handwrite notes directly on
your images. And since you
can print up to 100 copies at a
time, it’s perfect for making
greeting cards. 

Tivoli Audio’s PAL (Portable
Audio Laboratory) ($200, 
Bay Bloor Radio in Toronto,
lenbrook.com for other retailers).
may look retro, but the insides are
as modern as you can get. Hook it up
to your CD or MP3 player to share your tunes,
plus a built-in rechargeable battery provides 16
hours of playback at a time.

It’s more than just a
headset. Sony Ericsson’s
Bluetooth Headset Style
Edition (HBH-PV705)
($125, Fido stores)
includes two fashionable
faceplates, a darling
carrying pouch and a
matching necklace.

The latest satellite radio from 
XM Canada, the XpressRC ($170,
major retailers) has a colour display
with split-screen technology so you
can view up to four XM channels at
once. Plus, it has a 60-minute pause
and replay feature and a customizable
sports and stock ticker.
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A t the door of his Toronto hotel room,
Javier Bardem welcomes me with a
vigorous handshake. “Can I offer

you some dark chocolate or a cigarette?”
He checks himself out in the mirror,

then breaks off a piece of chocolate and
lights up a smoke before sitting down. He
speaks with a noticeable Spanish accent,
but is never at a loss for words, which he
delivers very quickly.  

At 38, Bardem is one of Europe’s
biggest actors, having starred in movies
for almost two decades. Never mind his
blue jeans and plain gray T-shirt, he looks
like a movie star. 

Coming from a Spanish acting family,
Bardem became a sex symbol in the 
early 1990s thanks to the steamy Spanish
comedy Jamon, Jamon, in which he starred
opposite a relative newcomer named
Penélope Cruz. 

Since then he’s scored an Academy
Award nomination for playing a doomed
Cuban poet in Before Night Falls and won

international acclaim as a paralyzed man
intent on ending his life in The Sea Inside. 

But it may be the Coen Brothers’ 
adaptation of Cormac McCarthy’s 2005
book No Country for Old Men — a cat-and-
mouse thriller set in the Texas of the
1980s — which makes him a megastar in
North America. There’s already Oscar
buzz surrounding his portrayal of a
frightening drug dealer who will stop at
nothing to retrieve money stolen from
him. This villain of legendary proportions
is softened only by a hysterically bizarre
helmet of a haircut. 

The film also features Josh Brolin as 
an honest man who happens to find the
bag containing $2.4-million in cash, 
Tommy Lee Jones as a disillusioned 
sheriff and Woody Harrelson as a hired
gun who’s also looking for the fortune.

During the Toronto International Film
Festival this past September, Bardem
shared a few thoughts about his work,
and a piece of chocolate.   

Your character in No Country for Old Men
is one of the scariest characters I’ve ever
seen on the big screen. What was going on
in your mind to make you so terrifying? 
“I only had one thing in mind: I was 
thinking that maybe the Coen Brothers
would not pay me to play this part! 
Seriously, I guess I was trying to put myself
in a place where I had a lack of any emo-
tions and was not attached to anything. I
had to become fearless. When I usually
prepare for a role, I do the same kind of
work — imagining the past, the circum-
stances of the character. In this case, I did
not do any of this. I only saw him as a force
of nature, the embodiment of violence.”

What kind of direction did the 
Coen Brothers give you?
“They asked me to avoid portraying a 
psychopath. They did not want my char-
acter to just be another character that
kills everybody for no reason. There are a
lot of these characters in the movies

interview | JAVIER BARDEM

No Country for Old Men star 
Javier Bardem talks about constructing
a merciless killer who’s more than 
a cliché I BY MATHIEU CHANTELOIS

PSYCHO 
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— they kill, kill, kill and nobody 
gets why. They’re just crazy serial killers.
We wanted my character to be human.
Because if there is not one human hint in
a character, nobody relates to him.”

Did they put that horrible hairpiece on your
head to humanize him?
“[Laughs.] Yeah, it was a pretty ugly 
hairdo, I have to agree with you man. The
hair was an idea of the hairdresser. He
made it happen in a few minutes. When
I saw the result, I understood a lot of
things about my character. It made my
character totally out of synch with the 
reality…. It shows that he’s not very 
comfortable with the day-by-day life.”

Are you as comfortable working in English
as you are working in Spanish?
“I’m getting more comfortable with the
parts in English. But I recently realized
that I would never get to the point of 
being as comfortable working in English
as I am in Spanish. When I say ‘te amo’
in my own language, many things come
to my mind. They’re aspects of my own
life that I relate to. When I say ‘I love
you,’ the same words but in English, I
don’t have the same memories. When

you speak your own language you have
your own memories that are attached to
the words.”

This month, you’re starring in two 
movies released on the same day — 
No Country for Old Men and the romantic
period piece Love in the Time of Cholera.
Are you afraid of becoming a flavour 
of the week?
“A little bit. But I take very good care
about the parts that I choose. I could wait
years for the right role. One of the great
things about my job is the opportunity I
get to do different characters. If I play the
same thing, beyond making the audience
bored with me, I’ll bore myself as well.”  

And these two roles are pretty much 
diametrically opposed, Cholera following a
longstanding unrequited love.
“Yes, that’s why I see those two films as a
true blessing. It’s funny because it’s the
first time in 17 years that I’m shooting
two movies back to back. I guess it was the
best thing I could do because if I had
done nothing right after No Country my
life would have been miserable. I think
my character would have stayed with me
for a while. And he was pure evil. But 20

days after the Coen film, I did a movie
that was totally the opposite. In Love in the
Time of Cholera my character is in love. I
was part of a [movie] about one of the
most beautiful love stories ever written. I
was obliged to let go of a monster to 
receive love and give love. I’m so glad I
did not shoot the film in the other order!”

You recently joined Scarlett Johansson 
and Penélope Cruz for a new Woody Allen
film. What was it like working with Allen?
“It’s a unique experience. I never worked
that way before. With him, you don’t 
rehearse too much, you don’t shoot too
much, and you have to improvise. 
Improvising for me was quite a challenge
because I had to do it in a foreign 
language…I had to always be really awake.
All my senses had to be open. I had to be
there in the moment and be specific. But
at the same time it’s really easy because
there’s no time to think. It’s a bit like
jumping off the cliff, you just have to give
yourself a swing and do it. It’s a great relief
for an actor because most of the time you
need so much self-control.”

Mathieu Chantelois is the editor 
of Famous Québec.

interview | JAVIER BARDEM

Bardem as the lovestruck
Florentino Ariza in 
Love in the Time of Cholera
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A cting teachers should pay close 
attention to Denzel Washington
and Russell Crowe’s new crime

drama American Gangster. 
Based on the true story of notorious

1970s Harlem-based drug kingpin 
Frank Lucas (Washington) and the 
conflicted detective, Richie Roberts
(Crowe), trying to catch him, the film
stars two Oscar-winning actors whose 
approaches to capturing their real-life
subjects could not be more different.

When director Ridley Scott hired the
real Frank Lucas and Richie Roberts as
consultants on the film, Washington and
Crowe were afforded unlimited access to
the men they were portraying. 

While Washington spent a great deal of
time getting to know Lucas (reportedly
buying the one-time multimillionaire a
Rolls-Royce as a thank you for his time), 
after his initial meeting with Roberts,
Crowe largely avoided the former cop,
simply asking for voice recordings in order

to study his accent and vocal mannerisms.
“It’s not acting when all you do is 

mimic someone, whether real or not,”
warns Crowe in an L.A. interview this past 
summer. “There’s a danger when you get
to meet and spend a lot of time with the
real person that you are going to play. In
your mind, you try too hard to act like
them or to move like them.”

Crowe says that looking at pictures 
of his subject and listening to him 
on tape allows him to interpret,

One was a cop, the other a drug dealer, and yet Richie Roberts and Frank Lucas
developed a grudging respect for one another on the streets of 1970s Harlem.
Russell Crowe and Denzel Washington do their best to capture that complicated
relationship in the true story of American Gangster I BY EARL DITTMAN

Denzel Washington (left) plays
drug lord Frank Lucas opposite

Russell Crowe’s cop Richie Roberts
in American Gangster

OPPOSITESATTRACT
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AMERICAN GANGSTER 
A new album of all original music inspired by the film.

INCLUDES THE SINGLES 
“Blue Magic” and “Roc Boys (And The Winner Is)”
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for DVD

Heroes
Season 1

Blending character-driven drama
with comic book-style action and

adventure, the first season of
NBC’s Emmy-nominated Heroes
was the sleeper hit of 2006-07. 

Spread across seven DVDs,
Season 1 charts the evolution of

Peter (Milo Ventimiglia), Hiro
(Masi Oka), Claire (Hayden

Panettiere) and the others from
regular folk to full-fledged

superheroes, beginning with an
expanded 73-minute version of

the pilot episode.

© 2007 Universal Studios. All Rights Reserved.
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rather than recreate, the character. 
On the other hand, Washington insists

that spending a lot of time with Lucas was
beneficial to his understanding of the
man behind the Harlem legend. 

“I’ve played a couple of real guys who
were still alive, like Coach [Herman]
Boone [in Remember the Titans], who has
become a close friend, and it’s always
been incredibly helpful for me to be able
to sit down and talk to these men to find
out who they really are — and were,” says
Washington over lunch at Beverly Hills’
tony Four Seasons Hotel. 

“I’m not interested in creating a carbon
copy of a person, but I do want to show
what was going on in their heads during
the era the film takes place. ‘What made
them do that?’ ‘Why did he make that 
decision?’ Finding out these answers can

absolutely shape your performance. Who
knows? If I had been able to talk with 
Malcolm X, my performance could have
ended up a lot different.”

Bringing the very real Frank Lucas 
to the big screen has been a dream of
Washington’s for some time.

“Frank Lucas was one of the biggest
drug dealers in the history of America, a
black man in 1973 that was worth about
half a billion dollars, and no one knew 
it,” says Washington. “There’s a lot of 
talk about there being bigger kingpins,
like Nicky Barnes and other guys, but 
Frank was the biggest of them all. He
thought he was living his own version of
the American Dream.”

There was a time, however, that it 
appeared the movie would never be
made. After wrapping the 2004 remake

“Frank Lucas was one of the biggest dru
of America, a black man in 1973 that wa
a billion dollars, and no one knew it,” say
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of The Manchurian Candidate, Washington
was all set to play Lucas in a movie penned
by Steve Zaillian (Gangs of New York). Then
titled Tru Blu, the script was based on
Marc Jacobson’s 2000 New York Magazine
article “The Return of Superfly.”  

Antoine Fuqua, who directed Denzel
in Training Day, the film that earned the 
actor his second Academy Award after a
Supporting Actor statuette for 1989’s 
Glory, was to helm the movie and Benicio
Del Toro was to play Detective Roberts. 

But just a month before cameras were
scheduled to roll, the studio pulled the
plug citing “creative differences” with
Fuqua. Washington was reportedly offered
the chance to direct, but passed due to his
friendship with Fuqua. Still, he took home
a $20-million dollar salary, as both he and
Del Toro had signed “pay-or-play” deals. 

In an effort to revive the project, now
called American Gangster, Terry George
(Hotel Rwanda) was hired to direct,
rewrite Zaillian’s script and downsize the
budget with Don Cheadle playing Lucas
and Ray Liotta as Roberts. 

When George’s script was rejected by
the producers, talks began with Scott
(Kingdom of Heaven) to direct Zaillian’s
script with Washington back on board as
Lucas (complete with another $20-million
dollar payday) and Crowe as Roberts. 

After Zaillian tweaked the screenplay,
filming began on the streets of Harlem —
Ground Zero for Lucas’ illegal activities
— in July 2006, a particularly scorching
summer for the Big Apple. “I’ve made
films in the desert, but they seemed cool
compared to working on the streets of
New York that summer,” says Crowe. 

theReelChoice
for DVD

C.S.I.
Season 7

The team enters Season 7 after
coming close to losing their number
one homicide detective Captain Jim
Brass at the end of Season 6. Under
the team’s close watch Brass makes
a full recovery from taking a bullet
to the chest and is rewarded with a
medal. The team also deals with the
new CSI onboard during Grissom's

hiatus: the secretive Michael
Keppler (Liev Schreiber). When he
and Catherine stage a crime scene
to nab their killer and fail to alert the

rest of the team to their actions,
Nick, Warrick and Sara voice their

resentment.

© 2007 Alliance Films. All Rights Reserved. Distributed
exclusively in Canada by Alliance Films. All Rights Reserved.

est drug dealers in the history 
hat was worth about half 
it,” says Washington
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Washington agrees. “All of the scenes
we filmed outside, on the street, were hot.
Even the garbage got pretty ripe. We were
working in this really tight little area, and
it was noisy and there was construction
going on every day to make the streets 
resemble the way they looked in the ’70s.
But the heat seemed to add a sense of 
urgency to what we were doing, and it 
really helped to make us feel like we were
in Harlem back in the day.”

American Gangster begins in the late
’60s, when Lucas was a seemingly loyal
driver for one of the most powerful black
crime bosses in the inner city. When his
employer dies, Lucas quickly seizes the
opportunity to take over the business.
Possessing an amazing business ethic,
marketing ingenuity and limitless street
smarts, Lucas uses the war in Vietnam to
build a far-reaching drug empire. 

With a staggering number of American

soldiers returning from Southeast Asia
with nasty heroin habits, Lucas develops a
system that allows him to flood inner-city
streets with virtually pure, uncut smack at
lower prices than even the Mafia can offer.

“Frank was a smart, natural-born busi-
nessman, but instead of using his talents
to get rich selling electronics, he supplies
addicts with drugs,” explains Washington.
“Right after the French Connection
heroin dried up, he had the idea to go to
Vietnam to hook up with the soldiers
there to bring the heroin back without it
being confiscated.”

Instead of importing the drugs by ship
across the Pacific (those channels were
risky and overused), Lucas sets up a 
morbid system with Vietnamese suppliers
and corrupt American military officials to
smuggle his heroin in the caskets of dead
American soldiers being shipped back to
the United States. 

theReelChoice
for DVD

Stargate SG-1
The Complete Series Collection

All 214 episodes of all 10 seasons,
all the special features in a compact

DVD case with commemorative
booklet and metal outer-case!

Battlestar Galactica
Razor

This epic, untold story of the
Battlestar Pegasus reveals new

characters and unlocks secrets to
the hybrid’s Dark Existence. The fate
of the entire Battlestar Galactica is

found in this thrilling, action packed
adventure!

© 2007 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc.  All Rights Reserved.
Distributed by Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment LLC.
“Twentieth Century Fox,” “Fox” and their associated logos are
property of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and are used
under license. © 2007 Universal Studios. All Rights Reserved.
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But Frank Lucas wasn’t all bad. He was
also considered to be a modern-day
Robin Hood because he used his millions
in profits to help the homeless and
needy, and to restore the downtrodden
community of Harlem to its former glory. 

In short time, Lucas transformed 
himself into a legit, highly respected civic
leader. But his dominance of the criminal
underworld attracted the attention of
many in law enforcement, particularly
NYC undercover cop Richie Roberts. An
intensely honest police officer, but a noto-
rious womanizer in his private life, Roberts
soon discovered Lucas’ dark alter ego.

Crowe says this movie is so interesting
to him because both the cop and the
drug lord are such complicated characters.
“It’s one of those human stories where
the lines between right and wrong are
blurred, and things are not always black
and white, there’s a lot of gray areas —

both lead characters are morally ques-
tionable,” he says.

American Gangster marks Crowe and
Scott’s third collaboration after Crowe’s
Oscar-winning performance in Gladiator
and 2006’s A Good Year. 

“We are very fluid together,” says Crowe.
“We just sat down one day and we talked,
and we just came to the conclusion that
we liked being on the set with each other.
I don’t want to disparage anybody else
I’ve worked with, but I just like the way he
makes a film. He has a great respect for
the medium, and how much it costs.”

Although American Gangster is the first
time Washington has worked with Ridley
Scott, he’s made three films with Ridley’s
younger brother, director Tony Scott —
Crimson Tide (1995), Man on Fire (2004)
and Deja Vu (2006). “I must be the first
person in the business to work with Tony
Scott and Ridley Scott in practically the
same year,” Washington says with a laugh. 

“Needless to say, Ridley and Tony are
very different filmmakers,” continues
Washington. “Tony likes to draw, he’s an
artist, so he draws a lot of storyboards, but
Ridley is more about seeing what happens
moment to moment and then adjusting.”

Moviegoers can be forgiven if they
don’t remember the one previous time
Washington and Crowe worked together
— the poorly received 1995 thriller 
Virtuosity. In fact, a casual conversation
they had after a day of shooting back
then was key in convincing Crowe to join
Washington for American Gangster. 

“About halfway through the shoot
Denzel came into my trailer one night
with two cigars and a bottle of cognac. He
knocked on the door and suggested a
drink. So we just sat there chatting. And
there’s something he said that I’ll always
remember…. He said, ‘I’ve never said
this to any other actor, but man, I wish I
was playing your role.’

“When I got this script, I knew how
much Denzel wanted to do it,” Crowe
continues. “Also, I had been following it
from a distance for a couple of years, 
seeing the machinations and how the
production fell apart. So when they sent
me the script…I read it and what was
great on the page about it was the charac-
ter of Frank Lucas…. That conversation
with Denzel came to mind because I 
was reading it going, ‘Man, I wish I was
playing Frank Lucas.’”

Earl Dittman is a Houston-based 
entertainment writer.
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� Look for Eric Bana as the baddie in director J.J. Abrams’ Star Trek movie. 
� Queen Latifah has joined the cast of the Ashton Kutcher/Cameron Diaz rom-com
What Happens in Vegas... � Director Sarah Polley steps back in front of the
camera to co-star with Adrien Brody in Splice, a sci-fi thriller about two hotshot
genetic engineers who push the boundaries of science. � A Thousand Words
finds Eddie Murphy playing a man who has only 1,000 words to speak before he
dies. � Jennifer Aniston and Aaron Eckhart fall for one another in the romantic
comedy Traveling.BR

IE
FL

Y

Jennifer Garner returns from the dead
The latest Japanese film set to get a Hollywood makeover is the romantic drama Be With You,
starring Mrs. Affleck, Jennifer Garner. The film focuses on a dying woman (Garner) who
tells her husband and little son that she will one day return to them. A year after her death,
father and son meet a woman with no memory who looks exactly like her. Garner’s
production company, Vandalia Films, is co-producing the movie, which starts production
after Garner finishes shooting the romantic comedy The Ghosts of Girlfriends Past with
Matthew “do-you-want-me-to-take-my-shirt-off-for-this-scene?” McConaughey. 
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theSound Choice

for CD

KT Tunstall
Drastic Fantastic
Drastic Fantastic is an album

brim-full of powerful lyrics, bold,
colourful melodies and the
increasingly adventurous

musicianship of Tunstall, rich in
beautiful song-writing and

beautiful sentiment. 

An album made in scruffy, comfy
environments but that sounds

rich, deep and intimate. An album
to go round the world but that

won't cost the earth.

Includes the singles “Hold On”
and “Saving My Face”.
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HAWKE BITES INTO VAMPIRE ROLE,
GARNER IS RESURRECTED IN 
BE WITH YOU AND FERRELL TRAVELS
TO LAND OF THE LOST | BY INGRID RANDOJA

Ethan Hawke sucks
in Daybreakers
Ethan Hawke’s pointy cuspids, pale skin and
rail-thin body give him a slightly vampiric
look, and now the 37-year-old is actually
getting the chance to play a bloodsucker
(and perhaps pump life into his anemic
career) in the upcoming Daybreakers,
which is currently filming in Australia. The
horror pic, co-starring Willem Dafoe and
Sam Neill, is set in the year 2017 when a
plague has turned most people into
vampires. The vampires feed on the
remaining human population, which is
dwindling, so these neck-nuzzlers have to
find a new source of food or face starvation.
Hawke plays a vampire researcher looking for
a way to turn vampires back into humans. 

Will Ferrell gets Lost
Will Ferrell is set to go toe-to-toe with cavemen, dinosaurs and the dreaded Sleestaks
when he steps in front of the camera for the long-awaited adaptation of the ’70s Saturday
morning kids show Land of the Lost. The series followed a dad and his two kids who were
sent swirling back in time and left to live among T-Rexes and the confrontational
creatures called Sleestaks. The movie adaptation dumps the family and replaces them
with a paleontologist (Ferrell), his assistant and a tour guide as the stranded humans. The
film starts shooting in March and should hit theatres in the summer of 2009.
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Holiday party season is
around the corner and
the question remains:

How to look festive and
sparkly without resembling a
Christmas mall display?

“Don’t wear green and red,”
cracks Dean Factor, half of 
the brother duo behind
Smashbox makeup. And
although he’s joking, it is a
good idea to avoid that cliché
colour combination. A far
chic-er way to add some (and

there is no other word for it)
bling to your holiday look is
through gleaming metallics
like the dramatic silver
Malene Birger shift dress
below. If that’s a bit too much
gleam, then accessorize a little
black dress with bold jewellery
or a platinum clutch.

A bold, glimmery accessory
can transform even a subdued
daytime dress into party-ready
fare, because nothing looks
smarter than a striking shiny

item against the muted
background of a little 
black dress.

Seasonal makeup is
essential to complete the look.
The other half of Smashbox,
Davis Factor, says “for holiday,
women should take a chance
with more colour. Try a
smoky eye with a natural lip.” 

Just remember: Too much
metallic can present a
minefield of glamour don’ts.
At a recent fashion show, a

fellow writer cattily shredded
an unfortunate soul in
American Apparel’s infamous
silver lamé leggings (an
attention-getting item best
restricted to super-skinny
models, not regular mortals.) 

These very tight, very shiny
leggings should only be worn
if you really want to stand out
in a crowd. But steer clear of
fashion writers when doing
so. They can be ruthless —
even during the holidays.  

But don’t go overboard! 11 ways to glow this holiday season I BY LIZA HERZ

Sparkle
AND shine

1

2

3
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For an all-out party look, this 
Silver Shift from Danish designer 
Malene Birger ($498, The Bay) is
richly textured, but its narrow
silhouette and short length 
keep it chic.

The multiple hues in 
Brush On Beads Shimmer & Glow ($23,
The Body Shop) blend magically 
on skin to gleam up bare arms,
décolletage and cheekbones with soft
shimmering colour. 

Too many late nights? Light
diffusers in Smashbox Photo Op Under
Eye Brightener ($22, Shoppers Drug
Mart Beauty Boutiques) illuminate
skin, while peptides and Vitamin C
aim to repair damage. 

Create a perfect smoky eye for 
evening with Nars’ warm metallic
silver and slate blue Underground Eye
Shadow Duo ($38, Holt Renfrew). 

A Structured Wallet ($115, 
Banana Republic) in matte silver adds
subtle sheen to any evening outfit.  

Light Beam Lip Gloss in Disco Ball
from Rimmel Underground ($12,
Pharma Plus) layers over nude lips or
lipstick for shimmer, and its built-in
light and mirror allow for emergency
reapplication in a dark taxi or on a
dance floor.

Lush with roses and lilies 
and warmed with musk, new 
L Fragrance from L.A.M.B. by 
Gwen Stefani ($75, 50 ml edp spray,
The Bay) is the luscious scent to
wrap yourself in this season.

The final step before heading 
out the door is a light misting of
L’Oreal Professional Crystal Gloss
for spectacularly shiny hair 
($18, www.lorealprofessionel.ca 
for salons).

The gleaming Esmereldasa 
High-Heeled Mary Jane ($250, Aldo
Shoes) will oomph up even the most
minimalist little black dress. 

Elsa Peretti’s iconic Bone Cuff 
in Sterling Silver ($725, Tiffany), 
with its fluid biomorphic shape, 
makes a big style statement. 

e
e
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The year is 1957. The
Russians launch Sputnik,
the Frisbee hits store

shelves and Jack Kerouac’s 
On the Road is published. It’s
also the year Nova Scotia-born
rapper Buck 65 (a.k.a. 
Rich Terfry) uses as inspiration
for his new album, Situation.

Terfry’s ex-girlfriend’s great-
grandfather was a pioneer of
the Dada art movement, which
fuelled the musician’s interest
in Dadaism and led him to
Situationism, the avant-garde,
political art movement that
sprang from Dadaism. At its
core, Situationism proposes

that the morality of an act is
dependent upon the situation
in which it occurs. 

“The Situationist
International was formed in
1957 and I really got interested
in that movement, and then I
got obsessed about what was
going on around the world and
culturally at that time,” says the
Juno Award-winning Terfry on
the line from London, England,
where he performed to a sold-
out house the night before. 

“The more I started to look at
it, the more I started to realize
that the events of that year were
just incredibly powerful and
interesting to say the very least,
and I came to the conclusion
that a lot of the developments
of that year have shaped the
way we think to this day.”

Situation is filled with
stripped-bare hip-hop tunes
that evoke a James Ellroy-ish
view of the ’50s. He’s penned
songs about ex-marine cops,
girlie magazine photographers
and bad-boy teenagers,
complete with rolled up
dungarees and fast hot rods. 

“I really wanted to push
myself on the lyrical side of
things, I knew there were things
I wanted to say, characters that
I wanted to build and I wanted
to get those things across as
clearly as I could. But at the
same time I wanted to make the
rhyming structures much more
dense and more complicated
than I ever had before.”

And that he does, making it
essential that listeners keep
their finger on the replay button.

“We wanted to make a record
that would reward repeated
listening,” he says. “I always
figured we’d make it
deceptively simple and bury a
lot of things in there, a lot of
little details people might miss
in the first listening. There’s a
lot to sink one’s teeth into if
one chooses to do so, but I
don’t assume anyone will — I
can’t force anyone and say,
‘Look deeper, there’s more
there.’ I just want people to
enjoy it and appreciate it on
their own terms.” 

DAFT PUNK COMES ALIVE
They are the Superman and Batman of electronic
music, techno superheroes Thomas Bangalter and
Guy-Manuel de Homem Christo — otherwise known as
Daft Punk. Pounding out futuristic pings that rock
underground clubs and sold-out stadiums, the French
duo (who perform hidden under futuristic helmets)
clamour for your attention with their concert CD 
Alive 2007 (available November 20th), which
captures their performance at this summer’s Wireless
Festival in London. Their best work is all here — 
“Da Funk,” “Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger” and the
crazy catchy “One More Time” — backed by the
sound of thousands of cheering fans.

Outthis
MONTH
ANGELS &
AIRWAVES
I-Empire >> November 6
Not content simply to
release a follow-up to
their debut album, 
We Don’t Need to Whisper,
the alt-pop band is
simultaneously putting
together a feature film 
— also called I-Empire
— that combines
documentary footage, live
performance clips and
CGI-created war scenes. 

CORB LUND
Horse Soldier! 
Horse Soldier! 
>> November 13
Alberta’s pride ’n’ joy
releases his fifth country
and western album,
which was recorded in
Nashville with his band,
the Hurtin’ Albertans.

KYLIE MINOGUE
X >> November 27
The millennium’s 
reigning disco queen
offers up another batch
of sleek, electro-pop
dance tunes.
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MASS EFFECT
X360
Now two years old, the Xbox 360 has a
strong software lineup except for its
positively feeble selection of role-playing
games (RPGs). Those dark times are now
over thanks to BioWare, the Edmonton
company behind revered RPGs like 
Jade Empire and Star Wars: Knights of 
the Old Republic. 

In Mass Effect, the dark times are just
beginning. Set 200 years in the future,
intergalactic travel and alien races are
commonplace, but a rising malevolent
power could destroy them all. 
As Commander Sheppard, you’ll 
pursue complex missions across the
universe, building up your skill and
knowledge while making decisions both
large (picking Sheppard’s gender and
uniform) and small (negotiate peace or
launch a genocide). 

TRAUMA CENTER: 
NEW BLOOD WII
You might think you’re a hotshot Wii player
because you can bowl 300 or kill zombies
in Resident Evil with a single headshot.
But are your hands steady enough to tie off
an artery or repair a child’s eyeball? Yep,
the latest Wii challenge is surgery.

The first version of Trauma Center
designed just for Wii, New Blood has
added a storyline — young doctor drafted
by top-secret facility — and co-op play, but
the real fun is using the motion-sensing
Wiimote and nunchuck as a scalpel,
forceps and rib-spreaders. Disclaimer: high
scores are not equivalent to med school.

UNCHARTED: DRAKE’S
FORTUNE PS3
In this PS3 exclusive, you play a modern-
day adventurer hunting for the mythical
treasure of El Dorado after finding a 

400-year-old clue left by Sir Francis Drake.
The maps and artifacts you uncover lead
you to a tropical island where things go
very wrong thanks to a bloodthirsty gang of
mercenaries.

Many third-person action and shooting
games are set in dark, post-apocalyptic
landscapes, but Uncharted offers gunplay,
fighting, driving and platforming amid
ancient ruins in a lush green jungle — just
the escape for a dark November night.

ASSASSIN’S CREED
PC, PS3, X360
In 12th-century Jerusalem, a
hooded figure moves quietly
through a market square filled
with traders, shoppers,
layabouts and soldiers. As a
knight loudly addresses the
gathering crowd, the figure
slips toward the front. Shoving
bystanders aside, he suddenly
hurls a dagger at the nearby

guard, and leaps toward the
knight, plunging a spring-loaded
wrist blade into his neck. 

Shocked, men-at-arms pursue
the hooded killer through the
narrow alleys, until he scales a
wall and jumps from rooftop to
rooftop, eventually blending
back into the city many blocks
away. Altair has struck again. 

No grubby mob hitman, Altair
is a master assassin of the

mysterious (and real) medieval
clan Hashshashin, and he and
his brethren are trying to end
the Third Crusade, currently
ravaging the Holy Lands. The
plan: assassinate nine key
leaders on both sides of the
conflict who are perpetuating
the bloodshed for profit and glory. 

Developed by Ubisoft
Montreal (Prince of Persia: 
The Sands of Time), the heart of

Assassin’s Creed is in the living,
breathing, historically accurate
sites of Jerusalem, Damascus
and Acre. With more than 300
distinct characters and
hundreds of buildings, you’re
not directed along any set path.
Instead you can talk to, shove or
kill anyone, run down any street
and climb any wall. But be
careful. Killing a beggar might
turn a mob against you, and
climbing in plain view can
attract suspicious lawmen. So,
like a real assassin, you’ll have
to learn your territory, stalk your
prey, and plan a daring escape.

Expect plenty of acrobatic,
yet realistic, platforming action,
plus hand-to-hand grappling
and swordplay. And there are a
few surprises as Altair tracks
down his targets, including a
conspiracy with implications
stretching to modern times. But
as immersive as the game is we
don’t recommend completing
the full Hashshashin initiation
— lopping off your left ring
finger — if only because you’ll
need it to play.

THE ORIGINAL ASSASSINS

Unt

Travel back to 12th-century Jerusalem for Assassin’s Creed I BY SCOTT GARDNER
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N O V E M B E R  6

SICKO 
STARS: Michael Moore, George W. Bush
DIRECTOR: Michael Moore (Fahrenheit 9/11)
STORY: This time it’s the American health
care system that’s in Moore’s crosshairs.
And, by comparison, our own bunged-up
system comes off looking good,
particularly in a sequence where Moore
contrasts how two men who’ve lost fingers
— one in the U.S, the other here — are
treated. Moore also takes a boatload of
sick and neglected Americans (including
some  9/11 volunteers) to Cuba to get the
care they can’t afford at home. 
DVD EXTRAS: deleted scenes, interview
gallery, music video   

N O V E M B E R  1 3  

SHREK THE THIRD 
VOICES: Mike Myers,
Cameron Diaz
DIRECTORS: Chris Miller,
Raman Hui
STORY: When his father-
in-law King Harold 

(John Cleese) dies, Shrek discovers that he
is heir to the throne of Far Far Away. Which
sucks, because he doesn’t want to be in
charge of anything. So he sets off to find
the King’s nephew Artie (Justin Timberlake)
and convince him to become the 
new monarch. 
DVD EXTRAS: “Meet the Cast,” “Donkey
Dance,” “Big Green Goofs,” “Merlin’s
Magic Crystal Ball,” “Royal Tournament
Games,” printables

LA VIE EN ROSE 
STARS: Marion Cotillard, Gérard Depardieu
DIRECTOR: Olivier Dahan (Ghost River)
STORY: The turbulent life story of French
singer Edith Piaf begins with a childhood
spent passed from relative to relative
(eventually landing with her brothel-
owning grandmother) and ends with her
premature death at age 47. In between

there are loves, losses, a debilitating
morphine addiction and some of the most
recognizable songs of the 20th century.

OCEAN’S THIRTEEN 
STARS: George Clooney, Brad Pitt
DIRECTOR: Steven Soderbergh (Ocean’s Eleven)
STORY: Revenge is the motivation for
Danny Ocean and his band of thieves 
this time around. One of their own,
Reuben Tishkoff (Elliott Gould), is double-
crossed (and roughed up) by his smarmy
business partner Willie Banks (Al Pacino)
just before they’re supposed to open a new
casino together. So Tishkoff’s pals come to
the rescue by sabotaging the casino’s big
opening.

N O V E M B E R  2 0

THE SANTA CLAUSE 3: 
THE ESCAPE CLAUSE
STARS: Tim Allen, Martin Short
DIRECTOR: Michael Lembeck (Connie and Carla)
STORY: This bit of seasonal fare may have
hit theatres more than a year ago, but
Disney likes to delay their Santa Clause
DVD releases until Kris Kringle season is
upon us once again. This time, Santa (Allen)
has to stop that bitter little imp Jack Frost
(Short) from taking over Christmas. 
DVD EXTRAS: Christmas Carol-Oke, making-
of featurette, “Creating Movie Magic”

LIVE FREE OR DIE HARD
STARS: Bruce Willis, 
Justin Long
DIRECTOR: Len Wiseman
(Underworld)
STORY: This fourth 
Die Hard movie sees hero

John McClane (Willis) team up with young
computer hacker Matt Farrell (Long) to
catch a cyberterrorist (Timothy Olyphant)
intent on destroying the U.S. defense
system. Lots of explosions, bravado,
attitude and, yes, the line “Yippee-Ki-Yay
Motherf---er” has been keeping fans of the
franchise surprisingly happy. 

DVD EXTRAS: commentary tracks, deleted
scenes. Two-disc special edition has an
additional 10 featurettes

HAIRSPRAY
STARS: Nikki Blonsky, 
John Travolta
DIRECTOR: Adam Shankman
(Cheaper by the Dozen 2)
STORY: This musical
remake of John Waters’

1988 film is about 50% less subversive
but replaces that edge with wall-to-wall
song-and dance-numbers that aren’t 
half-bad. Newcomer Blonsky plays
refreshingly secure plus-sized teen 
Tracy Turnblad, who earns a spot on
Baltimore TV’s Corny Collins Show despite
protests from the station’s shallow manager
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Travolta steps into a 
fat suit and drag to play Tracy’s mom. 
DVD EXTRAS: commentary tracks, deleted
scenes, “You Can’t Stop the Beat: 
The Long Journey of Hairspray”

RESCUE DAWN 
STARS: Christian Bale, Steve Zahn
DIRECTOR: Werner Herzog (Grizzly Man)
STORY: Based on a true story, Bale plays
U.S. Navy pilot Dieter Dengler who’s shot
down over Laos during the Vietnam War.
The rest of the movie follows Dengler’s
attempt to escape the Viet Cong and an
even more dangerous enemy — the jungle.
DVD EXTRAS: directory commentary,
making-of featurette, deleted scenes

N O V E M B E R  2 7

WAITRESS 
STARS: Keri Russell, Nathan Fillion 
DIRECTOR: Adrienne Shelly 
(I’ll Take You There)
STORY: Russell plays Jenna, a small-town 
waitress with a mean-spirited husband 
(Six Feet Under’s Jeremy Sisto) and a
talent for making delicious pies. When
Jenna unintentionally becomes pregnant
she meets a doctor (Fillion) who may
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GO HOME WITH SICKO, SHREK OR WAITRESS I BY MARNI WEISZ
newreleases
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change her life. Sadly, director Shelly
(who also plays Jenna’s fellow waitress
Dawn) was murdered in her New York City
office before the film came out.

I KNOW WHO KILLED ME 
STARS: Lindsay Lohan, Julia Ormond
DIRECTOR: Chris Sivertson (The Lost)
STORY: College student Aubrey Fleming
(Lohan) is apparently abducted by a serial
killer, but is found merely injured by the

side of a road a week later. But when she
wakes up in the hospital, Aubrey swears
she’s never met her parents and claims to
be a stripper named Dakota Moss. 
DVD EXTRAS: alternate opening and ending,
blooper reel, extended dance sequence

HOT ROD 
STARS: Andy Samberg, Jorma Taccone
DIRECTOR: Akiva Schaffer (debut)
STORY: Real-life buds Samberg, Taccone

and Schaffer team up to tell the story of
one Rod Kimble (Samberg), a low-rent
stuntman who aims to jump 15 buses on
his motorcycle in order to raise money for
his abusive stepfather’s (Ian McShane) 
life-saving operation. Why save daddy? So
he can finally kick his butt. Taccone plays
Rod’s half-brother Kevin. 
DVD EXTRAS: commentary track, 
behind-the-scenes featurette, outtakes,
deleted and extended scenes

Spotlight

N O V E M B E R  6
RATATOUILLE ($30)
This year has seen a slew of
Paris-set features — Paris, 
Je T’Aime, 2 Days in Paris, 
Rush Hour 3, to name a few. 
But of them all, this adorable
animated feature about a rat
gourmand may very well be 
the one that best captures 
The City of Lights. The food, 
the skyline, the snobbery,
the romance, Ratatouille has
them all en masse.

Remy (voiced by Patton
Oswalt, a.k.a. Spence from 
The King of Queens) is a rat with
an unusual dream. He wants to
cook, and not just steak and
eggs or mac and cheese. This
little rodent knows his cilantro
from his basil and Parmesan
from Romano. 

While Remy’s fellow rats are
content to eat garbage, he lives
for an odd crumb of fantastic
cheese or a perfect piece of fruit.
So when Remy becomes

separated from his rat pack and
ends up alone in the kitchen of
a famous French restaurant he’s
in heaven. That is, until he’s
discovered by the nefarious
head chef (Ian Holm) who orders
busboy Linguini (Lou Romano)
to exterminate the little furball.
But Remy strikes a deal with
Linguini — spare his life and
Remy will teach him to cook.

Not convinced that an
animated feature is for you?
Take a look at the film’s rating

on RottenTomatoes.com — a
96% at press time — one of 
the best grades of any film
released this year.

The DVD features the expected
deleted scenes and such, but
also a brand-new animated
short, “Your Friend the Rat”
starring Remy and his brother
Emile (Peter Sohn), and a piece
about how top New York chef
Thomas Keller taught director
Brad Bird (The Incredibles), 
and hence Remy, to cook. 

� �
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Scorpio
October 23 � November 21 
You continue to do well in a leadership
position, and a recent decision to take 
on a bully pays off by the 30th. Your
individualistic — some may say
idiosyncratic — sense of style catches the
eye of just the right person. Late month
sees you take on a teaching role.

Sagittarius
November 22 � December 22
Put on your Sherlock Holmes hat, you’re
about to solve an old mystery about a
family member. It’s also a superb month to
direct a play or coordinate a community
event. And it’s a very good, if unusual,
time to make resolutions, especially
health-related ones.

Capricorn
December 23 � January 20
Your partner — romantic or professional —
can be touchy. It’s time for pampering and
lecturing. You continue to advance toward
a goal, with determination that’s intense
even for a Capricorn. Keeping a diary
proves therapeutic, and will also have a
practical application.

Aquarius
January 21 � February 19
Count on communication snags early in
November. Back up files and double-check
that instructions are really understood. After
the 15th, however, you can persuade anyone
about anything. At the same time, overdue
thanks — or payments — finally arrive.

Pisces
February 20 � March 20
Despite an occasional bump in the road, a
new relationship gains momentum. Watch
out for an impulsive streak around the 15th,
you could wind up buying something odd, to
say the least. Use a late-month energy burst
to launch an overdue workout program.

Aries
March 21 � April 20
November has an old-fashioned side. You
exchange letters rather than impersonal
emails, and reunite with someone from a
special time in your life. You also find an
activity that matches your interests. One
caution: watch what you leave out for
others to see.

Taurus
April 21 � May 22 
This month shows why Taurus is the money
sign of the zodiac. You come up with a
plan to manage your cash or earn more of
it. Someone new in your life may be too
ambitious for your liking, and a person you’ve
been thinking about unexpectedly shows up.

Gemini
May 23 � June 21
No matter what group you’re in — anything
from a committee to a jury — you succeed in
swaying others to your side. If involved in a
lease or other agreement, read the fine (and
the larger) print. You can find meaningful
gifts in the most ordinary of places.

Cancer
June 22 � July 22
There are two personalities to November.
Example: a conflict may be unavoidable
with someone in your everyday
environment, while relationships deepen
with young relatives. Be alert to financial
or career opportunities, they can prove
helpful during the next year.

Leo
July 23 � August 22
The holiday season starts early with a gift
of reconciliation. A new friendship is also
likely, possibly with someone from another
continent. Be cautious about the motives
of others around the full moon of the 24th,
when you can be susceptible to flattery.

Virgo
August 23 � September 22
Continue to look for creative solutions 
to resolve an ongoing conflict. Recently
acquired knowledge can prove financially
profitable. You’re the zodiac’s perfectionist,
but as the year winds down you finally
learn the advantages of being less critical
of yourself.

Libra
September 23 � October 22 
A family situation is less volatile thanks to
your famous diplomatic skills. Prepare for
an unplanned expense toward the middle
of November. The good news is that,
thanks to a newly acquired skill, there’s a
chance to branch out and earn spare cash.
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HOROSCOPE | BY DAN LIEBMAN

1st:  Toni Collette
2nd: k.d. lang
3rd:  Dennis Miller
4th:  Matthew McConaughey
5th:  Tatum O’Neal
6th: Ethan Hawke
7th:  Jeremy London
8th:  Parker Posey
9th:  Nick Lachey
10th: Roy Scheider

11th: Leonardo DiCaprio
12th: Ryan Gosling
13th: Whoopi Goldberg
14th: Harland Williams
15th: Sam Waterston
16th: Maggie Gyllenhaal
17th: Danny DeVito
18th: Owen Wilson
19th: Jodie Foster
20th: Bo Derek

21st: Goldie Hawn
22nd: Scarlett Johansson
23rd: Vincent Cassel
24th: Katherine Heigl
25th: Christina Applegate
26th: Robert Goulet
27th: Michael Vartan
28th: Jon Stewart
29th: Howie Mandel
30th: Ben Stiller

NOVEMBER BIRTHDAYS

NOVEMBER

2007

Happy 27th birthday, 
Ryan Gosling
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†Most reliable network claim refers to call clarity and dropped calls test results as conducted by Rogers and a recognized third-party research company in the majority of urban Canadian centres within the Rogers Wireless GSM 
footprint, comparing voice services of the major wireless providers. Except for the LG Shine, all devices shown operate on the Rogers GSM network. The LG Shine phone operates on the Rogers HSPA network. Offer SE w580i 
with a 36-month term agreement made between November 1, 2007 and January 31, 2008 or while supplies last. Limit one coupon per new account activation. ††Discount applies to monthly recurring service fees for eligible 
services. Minimum 24-month term required for each eligible service. Go to rogers.com/bundles for details. Not all services available in all regions. TMTrademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. used under license. © 2007

UP TO 15% DISCOUNT FOR CUSTOMERS WITH MULTIPLE ROGERS PRODUCTS – HOME PHONE, WIRELESS PHONE, INTERNET AND DIGITAL CABLE.††
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kids love cheese!
purchase  a  large  signature  pizza  ($14.99)  &  get  a

$3
medium
cheese  pizza

for

signature  pizzas

sweet chili chicken thaï

• mozzarella • broccoli
• sweet chili sauce • mesquite chicken

• sun-dried tomatoes • goat cheese
• italiano blend seasoning

napa valley

• mozzarella • pesto sauce
• artichokes • fi re roasted red peppers 

• mesquite chicken • roasted garlic
• italiano blend seasoning 

PESTO AMORE

• mozzarella • pesto sauce
 • goat cheese • baby spinach

• fi re roasted red peppers • red onions
• italiano blend seasoning 

MEDITERRANEAN VEGGIE

• mozzarella • feta cheese
• grilled zucchini • broccoli

• kalamata olives • red onions
• sun-dried tomatoes

TRIO POMODORO

• mozzarella • roma tomatoes
• roasted garlic • sun-dried tomatoes

• parmesan cheese • bruschetta sauce 
• italiano blend seasoning 

PHILLY CHEESE STEAK

• mozzarella • red onions
• mushrooms • bbq steak strips

• provolone cheese
• sweet garlic & pepper seasoning

TTY: (416) 967-5500 or 1-866-800-0800
Not valid in conjunction with any other offer, coupon, Twins 
or Party Pizzas. Offers valid from October 22nd to November 
25th, 2007, unless otherwise noted.  Taxes & delivery extra. 
Minimum delivery order is $9.99.  Some restrictions apply. 
Offers subject to expire without notice. While supplies last. IN-
TERAC available in-store only.  ®PEPSI-COLA, PEPSI and the 
Globe are registered trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Registered 
trademarks of Pizza Pizza Royalty Limited Partnership, used 
under license. ©Pizza Pizza 2007.  0008111

dial *11-11 from your rogers cell phone
or Order online at pizzapizza.ca

call your local:
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Ratchet & Clank is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. Developed by Insomniac Games. © Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
“PlayStation”, “PLAYSTATION” and the “PS” Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
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IS POWER ADDICTIVE? 
IT ONLY TAKES A MOMENT TO FIND OUT.

Ad Number: LX-7114-M-13 Colours: 4C Date: July 
31/07

APPROVAL BY

Client: Lexus Publications: Famous 
Magazine

Studio

Ad Heading: Is Power Addictive... Build #: 1 Print Mgr.

Docket Number: LXISM7114 Creative: D.Glen Art Director

Type Safety: 7.5" x 10" Print Manager: J.Kennedy Laser Output:

100%
Copywriter

Trim/News Size: 8" x 10.5" Acct. Manager: S.Morden Acct. Mgmt.

Bleed: 8.25" x 10.75" Production Artist: mkennedy Client

LexusISperformance.ca

I SThe Lexus IS 350. A naturally-aspirated
306hp V6 engine. Six-speed automatic
transmission. Available premium Mark 
Levinson Sound System. Push button start. 
1-800-26-LEXUS or lexus.ca. Pursue the Moment.
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